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We have huge educational challenges as a nation. We’ve fallen behind globally as other
nations have surged ahead. Our achievement gaps are unacceptably large.

But here’s the good news: Excellent teachers—the top 25 percent—already achieve results
good enough to close those gaps. Their students make about three times the progress of
students assigned to the bottom 25 percent of teachers. That’s about 1.5 years of student
learning growth on average in a single year.
[Possible Q&A: What other nations have surged? Why? Answer: We can’t go into that in
detail in this presentation. But some of the countries include Singapore, Finland, Canada,
South Korea, and—not a country but the size of one—Shanghai. McKinsey did a great study
of many of these countries. These nations took pretty different approaches, ones that
matched their cultures, economies, and other job opportunities for potential teachers. The
study found that the top commonality was a newly rigorous focus on who enters and stays
in the teaching profession. Once the right people were in the job, developing them was
also a common practice. And having common student learning standards and consistent
tactics to intervene when students are struggling was the third major common element.]
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Having excellent teachers changes everything for students. [Then follow slide text]
[Possible Q&A: How can schools identify the top 25 percent? Answer: The most important
question is this: Which teachers do you wish every student could have, every year? What
outcomes do they produce? What other qualities do they have? If you can identify these,
and start measuring them, then you can reach more students with these outcomes and
qualities.
• As I said, research shows that the top 20 to 25 percent of teachers produce about a year
and a half of progress annually with students, on average.
• Based on these findings, we set one starting guideline: “Excellent” teachers are those in
the top one-fourth of teachers in comparable subjects and grades in a state or nationally,
measured by student learning growth. We suggest that teachers achieve at that level for
at least two of the prior three years to qualify as “excellent.” While results may vary from
year to year, or class to class at the secondary level, research indicates that teachers
tend to perform fairly consistently. That said, with the right personal commitment and
development opportunities, any teacher can improve.
• Research also indicates that teachers who produce high-progress learning in math and
reading also develop students’ higher-order thinking skills.
• As in any job, hitting the numbers is just one measure. Schools will want to reflect on
their own definitions of teacher and student success, and include measures that help
teachers select the right roles and career advancement paths.
• Measures in addition to student learning growth might include teachers’ behavioral
competencies, contributions to the school community, contributions to peer
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performance, strength of parent relationships, parent and student ratings, development of
students’ higher-order thinking skills, and development of students’ supporting behaviors:
social, emotional, and behavioral skills, and time management.
• Many of these measures can be correlated with student learning growth in tested grades
and subjects—and then used reliably to identify and determine paths for excellent
teachers in untested grades and subjects.]
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Solid teachers—the great many in the middle today—produce about a year of learning
progress on average. For a typical teacher, getting a year of growth takes hard work, and it
is the current expectation in most schools. But even a full year of progress every year
leaves achievement gaps completely intact. Students who start behind stay behind. And
students in the middle do not advance to honors-level work.
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Students need excellent teachers, every year—teachers who produce enough growth to
help students learn their way to the American Dream of achieving beyond their beginnings.
But only about one-quarter of U.S. classrooms have teachers that good. Three-fourths of
classes have teachers who—despite hard work and doing pretty well by the standards
schools have today—leave gaps intact, or worse.
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So, what are some solutions? The traditional reform agenda—which Public Impact
supports, by the way—has focused on recruiting more high-potential teachers, ones who
themselves were great high school and college students, and developing all teachers on the
job. More recently, retaining excellent teachers has gotten buzz. But to keep a lot more top
teachers, schools would have to make big changes in the things about teaching that highfliers care about most. Dismissing truly ineffective teachers also has gotten much attention.
But even places that have made enormous efforts are removing only the very worst
teachers, leaving in place far too many who regularly produce much less learning progress
than peers with similar students.
So, where does this leave us? Our team ran the numbers: Even five consecutive years of
amazing efforts nationwide would leave most classrooms without an excellent teacher.
Doubling the recruitment of top talent, cutting top-teacher attrition in half, and tripling the
dismissal of the least effective teachers would still leave about 60 percent of classrooms
without excellent teachers. And that level of change would be unprecedented.
Additionally, we all have high hopes for professional development, but even widespread
introduction of professional learning communities has not produced significant learning
gains, unfortunately.
It’s not that these strategies aren’t important, even vital—they are. It’s that they’re not
enough if our goal is to give students access to excellent teachers consistently.
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So, what else can we do, in addition to making these other changes? How can schools put
excellent teachers in charge of every student’s learning?

Schools can “extend the reach” of excellent teachers to more students by redesigning jobs
and using technology to make the best use of teachers’ time.
Today, excellent teachers spend significant portions of their time on noninstructional duties
and instructional tasks that another professional or technology could do.
By making the right changes, schools can save their excellent teachers’ time for the more
personalized teaching and higher-order instruction they do so well, as well as reaching
more students.
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What does this ”reach extension” look like in a school?
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At Public Impact, we set out to identify new school models with the potential to bring
excellence to every student. We embarked on this odyssey with two assets.

First, we had a set of principles, summarized on this slide:
• Our models needed to reach more students with truly excellent teachers.
• They needed to enable schools to pay those teachers more—within current budgets,
rather than through temporary grants. Of course, we all hope that school budgets will
rise. But even in the past when budgets have risen, teachers have not earned more in
real terms. And teachers did not have ways to earn a lot more while remaining teachers.
So we decided to fix this problem, too, while we were at it.
• We also wanted models that enabled good, but not yet consistently great, teachers to
keep developing while they contributed to excellent team outcomes. As we produced
the models, we realized that most of them would allow teachers to have unprecedented
time during school hours for team collaboration and development. This is incredibly
important for new teachers and good, solid teachers who could produce much better
outcomes by working closely with already-excellent teachers.
• Finally, we wanted models that clearly gave great teachers accountability—and
authority—for student learning and team success.
Second, we had the help of our advisors and a team of excellent teachers currently in
classrooms to give ideas and feedback on early models.
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Now I’m going to go through an overview of the models we’ve published.
One set of models involves changing class sizes. Many states limit class sizes, and with good
intentions. But these policies also take students out of the classrooms of teachers who are
highly capable of helping more students. So, one option is to allow willing excellent
teachers to teach more students … for more pay. How many more is really a very nuanced
decision for the teacher and school, and would depend on the students’ ages and other
needs.
Schools can move toward larger classes for all teachers while increasing hiring rigor and
expectations. Or they can shift small numbers of students into classes of consistently
excellent teachers, which would give other teachers smaller classes—new teachers or
others who for whatever reason would benefit from fewer students.
The pay benefit from class-size changes varies based on the number of additional students
a teacher teaches and the effect on the total teacher pool needed within a school.
Of course, many teachers already volunteer to take larger classes—they just don’t get paid
for it as they would in other professions.
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In elementary specialization, elementary teachers specialize in their best subjects or
subject pairs—math and science, or language arts and social studies, for example.

Meanwhile, paraprofessionals can take care of students during lunch, recess, and
transitions—developing their social and behavioral skills, and completing noninstructional
paperwork. Many adults are strong in these whole-child developmental roles.
Introducing time-saving paraprofessionals lets core subject teachers collaborate during
school hours. And it reduces their administrative load so they can focus on student
learning. But core subject teachers still have long blocks of time with students to engage
with them and get to know them personally.
Specializing teachers can earn as much as 22 to 42 percent more than in traditional school
models, within budget. Between 100 and 300 percent more students can have excellent
teachers. Total student load stays below 100 students for core subject teachers.
Research indicates that, even in traditionally organized schools, having teachers specialize
in core subjects at the elementary level would likely produce a significant performance
increase.
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In multi-classroom leadership, teacher-leaders can bring excellence to multiple classrooms
by leading teams.

Of course, some schools already have grade-level or department leaders. But rarely do
these teachers have accountability for other teachers’ student outcomes, authority to
select and evaluate peers, and enhanced pay that is sustainably funded.
With full accountability for all students in a pod of classrooms and explicit authority to lead
teams, multi-classroom teacher-leaders have an enormous incentive to develop other
teachers and help them discover and use their strengths.
This kind of fully accountable mentoring—with the leader ultimately responsible for team
outcomes—is very common in other professions.
Multi-classroom teacher-leaders can increase pay as much as 67 to 134 percent, within
budget. Many more classrooms of students can learn using the leader’s methods and
standards of excellence. And team teachers can learn the secrets of excellent teaching
firsthand.
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In Time-Technology swaps, students spend a portion of time learning digitally—as little as
an hour daily. This lets teachers teach more students, for higher pay, without reducing
personalized, higher-order instructional time. If done right, teachers can gain planning and
collaboration time, too. Teachers can earn as much as 23 to 41 percent more, within
budget.
Schools can manage teachers’ total student loads by making smart decisions about how
many additional classes, and of what size, each teacher has. Some schools are increasing
reach while reducing individual class sizes.
The critical driver of student outcomes is the effectiveness of the teacher, not the use of
technology. So far, research continues to indicate this. So, for now, leveraging excellent
teachers’ time, and using collaborative time to help other teachers improve, are both
important elements.

Today we have numerous and growing examples of schools using time-technology swaps to
achieve remarkable results with students, including high-poverty schools.
• Rocketship Education, for example, produces outstanding achievement in high-poverty
elementary schools, while paying all teachers more.
• Carpe Diem is another early adopter.
• KIPP has begun successful experiments with this.
• And numerous district schools are planning right now to adopt time-technology swaps.
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Here are some variations that you may hear about:
• In Rotations, students rotate between face-to-face teaching and digital instruction on a
fixed schedule.
• In Flex models, teachers can pull students out of digital instruction for small-group and
individual teaching, in changing groups as needed.
Elementary schools can combine this model with subject specialization to increase reach and
add in-school planning and collaboration time. Schools using this combination can reach 100
to 300 percent more students with better teachers, while students spend only about an hour
daily in digital learning. And they can pay teachers up to about 40 percent more, within
budget.
Secondary schools can introduce swaps to increase the student reach of excellent teachers,
while also preserving several extra hours weekly for additional planning and grading. A
school could reach 50 percent more students with the best teachers in language arts, social
studies, science, and math, while those students learn online no more than two hours daily.
These teachers would have over three hours weekly of freed time for additional planning and
grading. Because student loads are already high in some middle and high schools, some
teachers may want to use swaps in one or two periods at first. The more they can use digital
instruction effectively to supplement face-to-face time, the more schools can pay them.
Of course, many excellent teachers already use a portion of class time for independent and
small-group work time or online student research.
Time-technology swaps simply allow them to consolidate this time with a paraprofessional
supervisor to increase the number of students they teach—and to increase their income.
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Children are children and teens are teens: An excellent, in-person teacher may always be
best. But we all know that some urban and rural schools have critical shortages of teachers
in some subjects—higher-level math and languages are common—or shortages of excellent
teachers in all subjects.
Technology—such as webcams and interactive whiteboards—lets teachers teach students
who live anywhere, from anywhere.
This kind of live but not in-person interaction essentially warms up and personalizes the
growing prevalence of purely online learning. With remote teaching, an excellent,
accountable teacher can ensure that each student is learning well, even if students are
spending some of their time learning digitally with videos or software.
There’s really no reason that any student should lack an excellent teacher just because of
where the student lives.
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On the Redesigning Schools page of OpportunityCulture.org, you will find this table. You
can click through to see short descriptions of all these models as well as combinations. The
School Models page on the website provides detailed models and financial analyses to help
you estimate how much more your teachers could earn using reach.
As you see here, any of the first four options—technology swaps, leadership, specialization,
or class-size changes—can be used with in-person teachers or remotely located ones,
depending on a school’s needs.
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Now, you could redesign classrooms to look pretty much like these models without
benefitting students, teachers, or school budgets. But as I said, the models we designed
meet the five principles you see here:
•
•
•
•
•

Excellence for more kids
Higher pay for teachers
Staying within budget (although schools may need help covering transition costs)
Enabling development for solid performers
And clear accountability and authority for excellent teachers whose reach is extended.

To meet all of these principles, schools really need to try “reach models” throughout the
school. In most reach models, larger scale in a school saves money and makes schedules
work for increased collaboration and development. Timid implementation limits not only
the number of students who learn with great teachers, but also teacher pay increases,
financial sustainability, and opportunities for good teachers to achieve excellence.
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These models for extending the reach of excellent teachers are the first step toward
building what we call an Opportunity Culture.
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In an Opportunity Culture, all teachers have career opportunities dependent upon their
excellence, leadership, and student impact. Advancement allows more pay and greater
reach. All teachers have opportunities to collaborate, learn, and develop toward excellence.
And this can happen without leaving teaching.
What we’re really talking about is building a culture of excellence within schools, where
excellence is revered and sought by all—and where the school structures support the
development and spread of excellence in teaching.
And where more students get great teachers, right away.
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An Opportunity Culture doesn’t just help teachers who are already excellent—with more
impact, pay, leadership, and power within schools.

It also benefits new and solid teachers who can learn from these top teachers, focus on
their strengths, and contribute to excellence while developing their teaching skills.
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All of the reach models make paying excellent teachers possible, within available budgets.
By our calculations:

• Classroom teachers can earn at least 20 to 40 percent more in schools that implement
reach models school-wide.
• And teacher-leaders can earn up to 130 percent more than average.
Some models allow paying all teachers more, while paying excellent ones even more. The
financial models on our website explain the trade-offs when deciding how to share the
financial benefits of reach.
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Here’s a quick summary of how reach models allow schools to pay teachers more within
budget.

• Teachers reach more students, leaving more per-pupil funding available for pay.
• In some models, less-costly paraprofessionals supervise students for a portion of the
day—an hour or two in a digital lab, or, at the elementary level, recess, lunch, and
transitions. The difference in labor costs, minus any technology costs, can return to the
teachers.
• When schools are rigorous about extending the reach of excellent teachers, they can
produce excellent student learning without the supplemental non-classroom specialist
positions that have proliferated in recent years. Even leaving all special education, ESL,
and family support positions intact, most schools can save a lot by letting academic
specialists return to classrooms, perhaps in reach-extended teacher or leader roles.
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• Of course, it’s easy to see how larger classes—even slightly larger—generate funds per pupil that
can be used in increasing pay. This option does need to be used thoughtfully, depending on the
class sizes you already have, student needs, and the classroom management skills of each
teacher.
• Time-technology swaps that use digital labs or larger classroom spaces have fewer walls. This
decreases construction costs in new schools.
• Finally, according to the National Center for Education Statistics, teachers work an average of 50
to 55 hours weekly. In other professions, such as law and medicine, there are roles with
predictable 40-hour workweeks, for less pay. Some teachers might choose such roles to limit
their out-of-school work time, and these teachers could be valuable members of teaching teams.
The savings could return to peers who work longer hours.
So in summary, all of the reach models can save money. Schools have many options and can
thoughtfully choose the ones that fit. Schools with sound budgets can let all of that benefit flow to
teachers and leaders. Schools with severe budget woes can share the benefit with teachers and
leaders.
When budgets rise, these models encourage schools to let the money flow to excellent teachers
who help more students and peers successfully. That is not what has happened with past budget
increases. We need to change that. Better learning results may help districts make the case for
increased public financial support for schools.
School and district design teams must decide how to distribute the financial benefits of reach
models to fit their circumstances. You can find pay and budget analyses to help in the Financial
Planning section on OpportunityCulture.org.
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Here’s just one example of how a reach model can produce savings to pay teachers more: in this
case, Elementary Subject Specialization. So, no technology required.

In a traditional school model, four classrooms would have four teachers. Each teacher would teach
language arts, math, and, in many schools, science and social studies, too. We know a few helpful
facts from the National Center for Education Statistics:
• Elementary teachers report spending 8 hours weekly on math and science combined, and 14
hours weekly on language arts and social studies combined.
• Teachers spend about 31 and a half hours on instruction overall weekly, but let’s call that 32
hours for simplicity.
When using the Elementary Subject Specialization model, here’s how a school could rearrange
time and roles:
• The best math and science teacher in a grade teaches four classes of math and science, totaling
32 hours. Students get just as much face-to-face time as before. The teacher has a little less than
100 students total (because the average class size is 24 in the U.S.). Class sizes do not increase.
• Two language arts and social studies teachers each teach two classes, instead of just one. So,
between them, these two teachers cover the four classes that the one math and science teacher
covers. This works out to 28 hours of instruction weekly.
• A fourth person joins the team. Let’s call this person a “learning coach.” He or she takes care of
students during lunch, recess, and transitions. The learning coach develops the students’ social
skills and behavioral self-control—essentially monitoring the whole child during noninstructional
time. He or she also does the administrative paperwork for all three subject teachers. This
position pays roughly half of teacher pay, on average, in line with current pay for similar
paraprofessional roles in schools.
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• Let’s also assume that this school is lightly staffed with non-classroom instructional specialists who
supplement classroom instruction—so that 1/3 of a specialist FTE is serving the whole grade level.
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So, doing the “before” and “after” math: When excellent teachers are in charge of more
students’ learning in core subjects using this model, the school saves money by paying
paraprofessionals and by no longer needing supplemental help from the non-classroom
specialist for this grade. (One note here: This modeling assumes that schools do keep ESL,
special needs and family specialists at current staffing levels, so no reductions there.)
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So what’s the bottom line? The school saves over $50,000 per grade of four classrooms.
If an average-size elementary school did this, it would save over $250,000.
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And schools strapped for funding might keep some of that money to cover deficits.
But otherwise, the school can now pay the classroom specialists 31 percent more than
average. That’s about $16,939 more than today’s average teacher pay—far more than most
of the temporarily funded bonus and merit pay programs.
And all the students in the grade have the best math and science teacher. None of the
students have an ineffective teacher in any core subject. All of the teachers can focus on
mastery of a smaller range of subjects.
The school can recruit using pay as a carrot. And if it can attract a larger pool, it can be
more selective about hiring for both math and language arts.
Now here’s a bonus: If the school also incorporates even a very minimal time-technology
swap using digital labs, it can free a large block of planning and collaboration time for the
grade-level teaching team every day. Even if students are online only about an hour daily.
This means that newer and developing teachers will have time to plan and learn from the
best teachers on the team during school hours. This is essentially a way to form a real
teaching team, and make the time and funding for collaboration and development
sustainable.
Some schools might use this “bonus time” for an extended school day, if that is a higher
priority than in-school collaboration time.
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All the reach models enable pay increases for teachers. Using national averages for these
cost factors, we calculated ranges of expected percentage pay increases that schools could
give teachers if they used these models, completely within budget.
In the case of all three models presented here, all teachers in a school could earn more
while paying consistently excellent teachers even more.
The secret is making wise and careful use of teachers’ time and talents, and letting the
newly freed money flow into their pockets.
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All of the reach models produce natural career paths for teachers. Within any given school
model, the greater the reach, the greater the pay, as long as teachers can maintain their
excellence.
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Here we can see that each reach model has specific teaching roles and ways that teachers
reach more students. [Then refer to slide.]
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Within each of those models, reaching more students increases pay.
We don’t have the pay dollar progressions here, because this will depend on local factors
like:
• teacher and paraprofessional wage differentials,
• how many supplementary, non-classroom instructional specialists a school has, and
• the cost of new technology.
But what you can see is that a school or district using these models could offer more than
higher pay to its teachers. It could offer a diverse array of career opportunities—many
different ways to advance, all without leaving teaching.
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In addition to giving more students access to excellent teaching right away, we expect that these
models will have other effects that create a “virtuous cycle”:
•

[On the right…] Reach gives teachers career advancement opportunities that pay far more,
sustainably.

•

[At the bottom of the slide…] With more opportunities and higher pay, more excellent
teachers will stay, rather than leaving the profession or the classroom.
More high-potential teachers who want to be recognized; to be paid for their excellence,
impact, and leadership; and to belong to a school that values excellence will flock to schools
offering these opportunities sustainably.
And new and solid teachers will have the chance to develop, first by having teacher-leaders
whose excellence depends on developing and leading their teams; and, second, by having
collaboration time during school hours.

•

[And on the left…] Replacing truly ineffective teachers will become easier, as schools reach
more students with their best teachers and attract more of these high-fliers.

This is what we call an Opportunity Culture for teachers. One that is entirely focused on producing
superior learning experiences and outcomes for students. One that rewards teachers generously.
And one that is financially sustainable for schools.
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One note in response to a frequent question: Most of the models will not reduce the number of
classroom jobs (an exception: non-classroom instructional specialists, who may return to classroom
roles). But some of these jobs will now be paraprofessional roles geared to make better use of good
and great teachers’ time.
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Our last topic is the policy changes that would enable schools to build an Opportunity
Culture and reach all students with excellent teaching.
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Schools can make some of these changes without policy changes.
But to do this at large scale and pay teachers for it sustainably, large changes in
management practices and policies are needed.
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The changes that districts and states need to make fall into three big categories:
• Identifying excellent teachers
• Clearing barriers that keep excellent teachers from reaching more students
• Creating the will to give every child excellent teachers
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No surprises here:
• Require districts to identify their top-25 percent teachers. This might seem
uncomfortable for the other 75 percent. But remember that one goal is to help other
teachers achieve this level of excellence—and that’s not possible without acknowledging
that some teachers are already consistently better.
• Require districts to use multiple measures, including student learning growth as the
main element, and alternative growth measures in untested grades and subjects.
• Invest state funds to identify alternative measures of performance.
Alternative measures—such as behavioral competencies—should correlate highly with
student growth and teachers’ success in traditional and new roles. Not only will these
measures help identify excellent teachers, but they’ll also help determine what reachextended roles are right for each great teacher, and support development of all teachers.
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Clear the barriers to each of these essential actions:
First, enable the redesign of organizations and jobs to increase excellent teachers’ reach.
• Schools using these models need flexibility. State policymakers can ensure that dollars can be
used flexibly to pay for the higher teacher pay, paraprofessionals, and technology these models
use.
• They can get rid of class-size limits for excellent teachers who choose larger classes.
• They can make sure that “seat time” requirements don’t keep teachers from using
paraprofessional support more freely.
• And they can make excellent out-of-state teachers automatically eligible to teach without
jumping through unnecessary hoops.
Second, pay excellent teachers more.
• States with salary schedules can amend them to allow for a wide variety of reach-extended roles
that pay substantially more.
• And states can give incentives for schools and districts that reach more students with excellent
teaching and share rewards with those teachers.
Third, proactively retain top teachers and offer rich career advancement opportunities.
• To retain the best, states can grant absolute protection to excellent teachers during layoffs.
• They can give schools and districts full flexibility to establish (and pay for) advanced roles.
• And states can make tenure meaningful by offering it only to consistent top performers, who
then can be empowered to lead the profession.
Finally, build instructional and data systems.
• Schools would be in the best position to implement these models if all students had universal
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wireless broadband access—at school and at home.
• Teachers need access too—and systems to monitor student progress and customize instruction.
States are in the best position to make these investments.
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If history is a guide, most schools will not move to make changes, even when change can
help many students and produce much higher teacher pay.

If history is a guide, policy muscle must be flexed to do the right thing at large scale.
Three potential solutions:
• Limit who can teach to top high school and college students, increasing the number
who want to teach with new career advancement and pay opportunities.
• Declare a new civil right to excellent teachers.
• Report and reward district success in extending the reach of great teachers to more
students.
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[Read slide: the specific wording is important.]
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[See slide.]
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